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.  ori~  a common policy on the organization of the. inland waterway trari~port market 
.  . .  .  .  .  I  .  .  .  .  . 
. '  ,  .  · ;  .  ·  ·  .  · and suppt>I:ting _measures  ·  :- , .  . ·  ·  ·  · 
\  ..  - ,, ',  . 
-~  L·  INTRODUCTION.  . 
,,·. 
.~· 
l..  When the Council  adopt~d Reguiation (EEC) No 39~1/91, of 16 De~emb~r  ,~99Ilaying 
.·down th~ condition!; tinder which non.:resideht-carrie.l-s may transport goods or passengers . 
.  by  itiland·.wat~rway.~Wiihin: a.Member State (cabotage)(!), _.it.requested.·the. Cominission 
.  to sttidy. thepositiori, fr:oin the point  of.yiew of Community  law;  of the  systems of 
rotatiori and com}misory tariffs fix~d by the state which. are iri force i'ri Belgium, France 
. arid-the Netherlands and .to. submit a, report to the. Council (m  this' subject  ~In qiaking 
...  ..  . '  .  ~  .  .  .  .  .  . 
this analysis,. the Commission took account of thejudgments ofthe Court of Justice  on~ , 
17 November 19.93 on the compulsory-: tariff arrangements in road haulage-in Gerffiany<
2>.'  .  . ~  .  '  '  .  '  .  .  ·  ..  ~ 
2 ·  ·In the light of  the·]~dg~-e~ts of  the Co~rt· of iustice, the Corriinission, in its report io the 
CounCi~ ·on· "the  organiZation .  of _the·  inland. waterway  transport. market_ systems  of 
chartering by  rotation"<
3>,  confirmed' the incompatibility of those  system~ of'ch~rtering. 
by  roiation  which  are  organized  by the  profession  with  the  rules  oil  compe~ition. 
'However,  with  regan:f' Jo  'rotation  systems  'regulated  by  Member  s'tates,'  national  ., 
authorities inay; subJect to certai·n conditions, ·impose.,com{mlsory tariffs and operating· 
conditions in the context of market regulation .. 
.  ·,  .  \  .  .  .  .  ' 
- '  I  ·-, 
However, the questi9n of rotation 'systems ·not only has to be considered from the point . · 
of view _of  competition  law,  but' aiso  from  the·overall  point of view  of the-inland 
.wat~rway transport m·arket. As a first  ~teptowards  the COIJlpletion of;the'Single.'Market 
in inland water-Way transport,  ~he carriers·ofthe· European Union now have free access 
:to~ the  eh~ire market  (general ·cabotage_ from  O.LO-t1995)  bu~ with  the obligation  t~ 
comply with. the nationat:regulations in force, including systems of  rotation.  As a second 
·.step,  a more complete harmonization wilf be nedessary  ..  Indeed,. in· the long' term; there · 
. cart· be no justification. for  the fact; that. certain  shippers,  depending· oil  their place' of · 
establl~hment, are'  obliged to conclude contracts according to a rotation system  whilst 
others can benefit from a free mar:ket as regards tariffs-and chartering,' as is in fa2t the_ 
case in by !he far the greatest part of the market.  . .  .  .  .  '  . 
''.r- ' 
4.  ..  Tb.e report 'r¢ferredJo :above recommends a global solution by  intr~du¢ing a comrr10n 
regime' for the 'eritirei_~;tland wat~rway.transpori: market, with  progres~i_ve libenilization  . 
of rotation systems.' in prder to imiirove the operation  oft~e market, accompal_lied by a 
· · · :parallet  programme· of measures -aimed at  reducing the  structural  weaknesses  of the 
...  sector'.  Moreover, I this  liberalizat_ion  should.  ~ake inland. waterway. transport  more 
.  attractive in relation· to 6ther modes of transport and thu's 'increase the volume pf goods. 
·.·  transported via ':Vater  .. It should be emphasised here. thai ·all Member States. Involved in 
. · . exporting. or. importil)g ·  thro\)gh North-western Europe. haye  an~ interest in .this sector .. 
.  '  .  '',  .  .  .  .  .  .  _..  ' 
.. ·<
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2'.·· Indeed, a large part of the European mainland is connected to the seaports of the Union 
by inland waterway,  a fact which is  particulaiy important in the market for container 
· transport on the Rhine and ·other North-South  axes.  In this context,  it contrybutes  to 
reducing road congestion in the centre of  Europe, which is in the interests of all.  It is 
worth  recalling  that. in  ore  than  one-third  (36%)  of intra.:.community · transport,. t.e. 
transport between M~mber  States, is carried via water  . 
. 5.  How~ver; the inland waterway transport sector is currently confronted with rather serious 
socio-economic problems. Structural overcapacity and the consequences of  the abolition 
of compuisory tariffs in Germ.any on 1 January  1994 have resulted in a fall  i!l transport 
prices.· Consequently, the Commission proposes in its report a common overall' approach 
6. 
.Tt 
7. 
(4) 
(5) 
consisting of:  ·  · 
progressive liberalization. of that part of the inland  waterway  market covered  by. · 
rotation systems. 
·accompanying measures which aim: 
·.to  reduce  structural  overcapacity  through  a  new  Community  scrapping 
programme,  to be undertaken for  three years (1996-1998),  the  co-financing 
methods  of which ·are  to  be determined  and  the  legal  bases  of which  are 
established by Regulation (EEC) No1101/89 of the Council, as last amended 
by Council Regulation (EC) No ......  <•>;  · 
.  .  . 
to encourage investment in inland waterway. terminals; 
In its resolution of24 October 1994 the Council gave its support in general terms to the 
measures  recommended  by  the  Commission<
5>.  The  Council  considered. that.  it  was 
..  important to institute a substantial  structural reform and  requested the Commission to· 
submit an overall proposal on inland waterway transport, in particular with regard to the 
future organization of the market a~d scrapping programmes. 
THE PROGRESSIVE LJBERALIZA  TION OF THE MARKET 
Currently, rotation systems are in operation 'in Belgium, France and the Netherlands. and 
also  for  traffic  between  these  countries· (so-called  "North-South"  traffic)  for  tpe · 
transportation  for. hire  or reward  of dry  cargos  by  inland waterway  (the transport of 
liquid. cargo is  not subject to the r9tation sytem).  The term "rotation system" refers to · 
·a number of  regulatory measures in the market whereby compulsory freight tariffs are 
centrally established (genera11y  by a public authority), and where the cargo available is· 
distributed between the interested carriers according to the principle that the carrier who 
has  been  waiting  longest for  a  cargo  must  be the first ·to  be  offered. cargos  as  they 
become available.  .  .  . 
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\.  l  '. 
The.·  rohiti~ri , systems :referred: .to  .above··  ar~.--:des~ribed · in  more··. detail  in  'the 
. Commi~sion  Report to the Council of 9 J~ne 1994,'refef!~d_ to in paragraph 2  ~bove. 
8.··  : ·.This ·report  ·demon~trates the  general._:rea~ons ·why ·a p~~gres~ive ab6liti~n ·or these  ·. 
systemsisrequired. Moreover~ on12-July i994 France ~ciopted· a law which provides 
. for· the· abolition  of the  national .  rotation .  system  py the. year .  2000. .  Similarly;  on. 
-15  July1994, the authorities of  the Netherlands stibmitted.to ~e  Commission··a draft-faw · 
on the rotation· system in North-South tnufic,.which also envisages the abolition or'the  . 
. system by. 1 January  2000  .. The Netherlands draft law and the French law comprise . 
•  .•  measures which,  initially,  introduce greater  flexi~ility. into the  ..  ro~tiori systeqts  and, 
subsequently,. prepare the 'e-arners concerned for the demands of'  operating in-an open 
m~~  .  .  .  . 
9.  ·  Th~  ·commi~·sion ·is  of  th~ opinion that the date referred to  abov~ of  LJah~acy 2QOO · 
.  ·  ~  ali ow~  for , a  $uitably  adequate  trarisi~on 
1 period·  to ·  imple~ent ·the :. process  of . 
· liberalization: However, in. order tc>improve· the openition of  ~he internal market;. it is 
necess·ary·  for liberali.iation measures to be ·adopted  on a  harmonizcil basis  and- in  a  ' 
synchronized. manner:.  A  proposal for ·a Council Directive to achieve this objective is · 
therefore appended to thfs communication: Having regard to the·prinCiple ofsubsidiarity, 
. and in ord.er to  guarante~ l.miformity  whit~ taking; accduilt as  much as possible of  the .  . " 
. speCific national characteristics of the markets concerned, a directive wquld 'se~m tq be 
the appropriate legisiative instrum-ent..  .  '•  . .  •'  . .  .  .  .  . 
:  ·,...  I  '' 
·.10.  In ·ord¢r to ensure  th~ success of the -liberaiizatioi:t' process,' those·transport  op~rations  .·.  · 
. currently exenipt from  the oo!igations qf  rotatio~ systems. should remain so, as.' should'' 
. those transport operations: which,cannot.pe carried out effiCiently  or effectively uhder. · 
rotation  systems  .. With  regar.d  to ·  tr~ditional .  traffi~,  yvhich  .  will. remain .. subject  to 
compulsory tariff~ and cargo distiibutiori until J  January 2000, it is advisable to seek an  \ 
operating mode ~hich meets the logistic nt;eds ?f shippers.  .· 
11.  In order for the liberalization process ,to  progres~ ~ufficient_ly in  ~II· the Member  -8t~tes 
· concerned during ~he transition perio'd, It Will be ·necessary to draw up a first assessme!lt · 
·:.two years·after.the entry into force ·'of the. directive .. From this date, it must be poss.ible 
. not only to:_charter  ship~ for single or multiple voyages (where tariffs and conditions are 
. laid down by the public authority) but also to conclude otqer for:ms of contract ~uch  'as 
.··:.  chatte-ring- ".over time"  or ''by tonnage".  The· conditions· of the latter form  of contract . 
_must ·be .freely  negotiated be~~en  carriers ·and. shippers. .  · · ·  /\  · 
·'  I''  . 
12·.  A· crisis mechanism ~ill be necessary to ens~re  t~at, iri the event of  a:seriousdisruptio~ 
·-of  the -market  (for  example, 'an  i~balance  ·_in  the  relationship  ·betwee~ 'supply  and  .. 
demand), it will be possible to interVene.  Consequently;· a  systemof~arket  observation  . 
is envisaged ·whitp will enable any ·poteriti~l problems-to be detected in_ goo9 time,· Given · 
thai it is  difficult to influence demand in :the transport. market,  then,  in  the event of . 
serious. 'overcapacitY, 'efforts must b,e  concentrated on  limiti~g: the .supply  ofc~rrying  - . 
~-capacity. The measures alreac.Jy taken by the Council in Regulation (EEC) -No  1101/89 ·  · · 
.  of  27, April 1989 relating to strudural.improveJ11ents in inl~nd  ~aterway transport coul4  ·.  . 
then be ~ither.contitiu~d or widened (see paragraphs ·i3 to 22).· A(!companyipg_-me,a:sures  1 
-..·.'in. the soda! field,  enacted ·at Member State  ltivet~  may  also ·prove necessary·_ in such 
cases.  ·  .·  ·  ·  ·  ·  .  ·  '"  ·  · 
.  ;_  . 
.  .  ·  ... 
,. 
..  ': 
·,  . m.  MEASURES TO COMBAT STRUCTURAL OVERCAPACITY 
. '· 
13.  During  the· past d~cade, the supply of  ca.r'rying capacity has, on several occasions and for 
long periods,  o~tstripped demand.  The first interventions ainied at. re-structuring were 
carried but on the basis of national scrapping programmes.  In April  1989, the Council 
decided on a Community approach based on Reg\llation (EEC) No 1101/89 and  since 
then ·efforts to combat oyercapadty .through national scrapping funds have taken place 
within a Community framework. In essence;· the system works by paying a· premium to 
owners who scrap one of their vessels. The introduction of new capacity is conditional 
on a given quantity of old tonnage being scrapped (no premium being pa_id in this case). 
To finance this programme, all v·essel owners pay, according to the size and type ·of their 
vessels, an annuai contribution to their national  scrapping fund.  More  ~ecently, public, 
financial resources (coming from the national budgets of the Member States concerned) 
were also placed at the disposal.of t,he  scrapping funds (see paragraph 16) as  a source 
·of additional financing.  Switzerland adopted  similar measures in 1989 for that part of· 
its fleer which is active in. the Community market'on the Rhine.  ' 
1~.  During the period  between  1 January  1990 ·and  1  JU'ly  1994,  1 457 667 tonnes  of 
capacity  were. scrapped  through  this method.  486  911. tonnes  of new  capacit)r ·were 
brought into use,  ·with the result that the total loading capacity of ti)e fleet has fallen 
from .13  188 343 tonnes to 1i 217 587 tonnes,  i.~. a reduction of 8%. The Commission,' 
which  is  charged With  managing  and  coordinating  the  programme referred  to  above, 
draws up a report everj six months which is intended for the Member States concerned 
.  and  for  the  international  professional  organizations.  Further details  on  the  scrapping 
programme can be found in this report,  and also in the SEC report (92) 1284 from the·. 
Commission to the Council and the European Parliament concerning ·~~the effects of the 
structural refomi measures in inland waterway· transport",  of 15  July  1992. ·The latter 
report notes  that the total  amount of good.s.
1transported  by  the inland waterway  fleet 
remained  essen~ially constant during the period  1990-1995 (approximately 420 million 
tonnes  per  year).  This  clearly  illustrates ·an  improvement  in  productivity, .since.  the . 
demand for transport is being met by' a constantly decreasing number of vessels: 
·15.  It can be ·expected that the trend. referred to above will continue for some time.  Indeed, 
jncreases  in  economies  of scale  and  improvements  in  productivity  are  taking  place 
·.  throughout the inland waterway  sector.  Specialized  new  ve~sels are  needed to· cope 
effectively' with  new  trade  patterns,  such  as,  for  example,  container  and  chemiyals 
transport.  In  the  tr~ditional bulk cargo sector (coal,  steel,  agricultural  products,  sand, . 
gravels, petroleum products);  however,· there  i~ no  question of structural  growth.  The  · 
constant improvement of productivicy in. a stagnant market, therefore, must be offset by 
the removal from  service' of a large number ·or older vessels, genenilly those of lower 
tonnage. The liberalization of the market wilt' ats·o  accel~rate this process. 
5 I  .•  ' 
.. -.  ·.  :  i~  ... Th~  Community pr~gr~him~'  of  restructuring provided for by Council Regulation (EEC) 
No qdl/89  was based on th~q)rinciple of  seW·fJnancing by the p~ofession, With interest:. 
.; .  .fr~  advan~e financing provided by the·Member  States~o~cerried:(ECU 105 million), 
·:'·which·w!ls to-be.complet~ly refunded by the l>rofession. Commission Regulation (EEC)  . 
· No  3690/~)2 of 21 December 1992<6) allowed foi  .. new scrapping actions. The extent to  ·. 
which' these can be earned dut is dependent on the available finance: this finance ~omes  ~ 
from sp"¢cial Contributions  whichh~ve been paid to the  il~tional scrapping funds since 
1  Janu~ry 1993 .("old.for new").  By··l994, mostly  a:s  a :resulf,of the recession of the 
·.·  19?0'8~,. ~ubsta11tial- ov~rcapacity ~ha~ ·reappeared.·  Consequently,  a  waiting. list· of · 
applications' for scrapping·premiums grew'up - consisting of several hundred  ve~sels·.; . 
. without'.tlie scrapping fut\ds having the he~essary  finam~ial resources to:  meet the <lerriand: ·  ... 
· The-sector.itselfwas-.no longer able to provide sufficient means, particularly since the · 
original  1990 loan had not yet been repaid.  In dle second half of 1994,  ~herefo~e, the 
· · Member.States .concerned· informed the_ Comffi,ission that they were prepared to prov~de 
.  •sufficient '(uh'ds, fr.om  their.·natiohal' :budgets  to  fimince.'.all  the. scrapping. requests.  I 
(approximately  ~50) ~hichwere on the waiting list' on 30.June 1994,. .  . . 
..  . 
':. 
Th~_,procedutes for  implementing  this--action  ~ere: adoptid  by  the· Commission in 
:.  Regulation  (EC)  No'"3039/94  of  14.' Dec~~ber  1994. (QJ  No  L  322;  p.  fl,  of· 
'15 December 1994). The·tptal budg~t  a:inounts to ECU 26 716 000. The 'actiott began on . 
1 'Ianuaiy  19~5. ~md wiil be completed before. the ·end of:the yea(  ·  ·  ·  · · 
.  :..  .  .  .  '.  '  .  .  . 
'  .  ..  I  I  •  •  •  •  •  ( 
17 ..  However, notwithstanding these actions,  the restructuring process is not  finished~  ~Tid 
even after.30 June·1994, requests to the scrapping funds for scrapping. premiums have  · 
continued.· Iri  the secoQd  half of 1.994, · 156  requests· for scrapping .were thus recorded; 
inciuding· 136 for  qry  cargo  vessels. and  20· for tankers.  The  sum·  ..  of tfie  scrapping . 
.  I  ·.  premiums j~Yolyed 
1for·.these' 'vessels amounts  toapproxi~ately ECU 15  miilipn.  .  .  ' . 
.  '  .  .  .  - .  .  . 
'  '• •  I  •  •  '.. 
.  18· ..  IQ  this  general  conte~i; .  at  the  initiative o(the .Europe.ari  Parliament;. an  amount· of 
,  ..  ECU 5-ri;tipioq  ha~ be(m ·set aside in the. 199S  budget"for strucrurafirttprovements in 
inland waterway transport.  However,.:during.the budget'djscussions- asin its report to 
the Council on 9 June 1994, mentioned· above - the C.onutlission continually stressed the  ·· 
·need  for·  a  'substantial  multiarinual  stnJctQral improvement  prograriune;  including  i·n 
. particular measures t~ accompany the ongoin!dibenilizati<;>n PT<?CC!!S.  In its Resolution' 
· · ·  .. of.24 October 1994; the, Council  support~d.this positio11 ..  ·  ..  : . ·  .  _·  ...  · ·  · · 
19:.  ' The Commission recently forwar:ded to• the' Council a draft amendfuent of Reguiation  .. 
(EECYNo 1101189;: which aims  primarily  t~ cre~te  a· clear legal basis for spending the· 
· ECU  5 _  milli6~  referre(f to  above  .. This·. proposal · also. 9pens ·up,· in  principal, ·.the 
. possibility of  a.multiannual contrihJtion. by  .. the Com.municy  to CO-" finance a scrapping.· 
. programme  covering  the  period'.l996~1998.  In  the  view  pf'the' Commission,  this-. 
'·  co-finanCing goes together With the proposed.IlberaJization of  the m·arket For thi·s:reason, ·  ·. 
'·a  separate proposal basedon  thispri,nc~ple is attached to  th~ present  report.  _'.  · ··_·.·  · . 
.  .... 
~..  .  ' 
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6 20.  The  professional  organizations  6f inland :water-Way  carriers  at  the  Community  level 
currently estimate structural overcapacity in the dry cargo sector to be 15%.  It can· be 
assumed that econo~ic  ~ecovery will lead. to an increase in demand in this sector i~ the 
coming years.  However, this Will be absorbed - at least in part- by the constant increase 
in  productivity,  itself accentuated by  the liberalization  process.  The  abolition  of the 
rotation system will also 'lead to those vessels which are incapable of  competing in a free 
market being excluded from this sector.  · 
In the-liquid cargo sector,  the professio'nal  organizations estimated· overcapacity to be 
approximately 20%.  However this figure appears too high. Indeed, even if the level of 
freight charges remained very low atthe beginning of 1995, it is nonetheless tru·e that 
the utilization rate of  the tanker fleet was rather high. But, insofar as the tanker fleet will 
not  be' affected  by  liberalization  measures  (the  tanker  fleet  already  'operates 'in  a 
completelyfree market, outside;rotation syterils), there is no reason to ·suppose that the 
need for scrapping in this sector should be proportionally· higher than iri  the dry  cargo 
sector. 
In summary,  one can ·say that, in  both sectors,  overcapacity will  probably remain at a 
level  of approximately  15% if no  restructuring· measures  are  applied.  Since the fleet 
includes approximately  10. million tonnes o(dry cargo vessels and 2 million tonnes of 
tanker ships,  the need for scrapping would amount respectively to  1.5  and  0.3  million 
tonnes. 
21.  On  this  basis,  it is  possible  to  calculate the  necessary  financing  for  the  1996-1998 
programme. In addition, ont? musLbear in  mind that the scrapping premiums, since they 
were fixed in 1989, require some corrections (on average an increase of approximately 
15%  ), in particular because ofmo~etary depreciation and the devaluation of the ECU in 
relation to the  c~rrericies of those countries with a significant inland waterway .transport 
sectoL  In  1990, a sum  of ECU 66.04 million was paid for the scrapping of 8% of the 
dry cargo fleet and ECU 38.36 million for s~rapping 13% of the tanker fleet.  Scr~ppi~g 
· 15% ·of the  fleet  during  1996-1998  would  therefore  require  ECU  142  million  and 
ECU 50 ini.llion .  .respectively;  i..e.  a total  of ECU 192 million.  . 
22. · Given the levels and importance of the finance required, a joint effort of all  the parties 
concerned (Inland waterw'ay transport operators, Member States _and the Community) is. 
necessary. 
With  regard  to. 'financing the  restructuring  action~ in  inland  waterway  transport,  the 
. Council, in its Regulation No 1101/89, followed the principle that responsibility for this 
financing  rested· initially. with· the  operator~ of the  sector  under  consideration.  The 
Commission considers that it is important to maintain this principle as far as  poss.ible. 
The annual contributions of  the Community to the 1996-1998 programme must therefore 
be iri relation to the financial  contributions of the profession.  ' 
7 '  .. !.' 
.The  aimual contributions  paid  by.· the ·profession  .·(S~itZeilarid  not  included), up ·to 
31  December 1994 amounted to approximately ECU 13-370000. For the y'ears·to:coine, 
,  these contributions will be of  ihe order ·of ECU 14. million a year, i.e. ECU  .42 million 
for.  ~e  period  1996~1998: H()\v'ever,-.approximately ECU.12 million must be deducted 
'from this.Ji:mount, · since· thjs ·must  oe used· to ·repay. the amount_ of_ advance ·finance· 
provided  by  the -Member .States  for  the  1990  action.'_ .Consequently,  there  remains 
ECU. 30 million av8.ilable for the ne~  action. If~}re Community and the Member States 
. cpncemed can ea_ch place at :the'  disposal of the scrapping funds. half qf the remaining' . 
amount,  i.e.  ECU 81  m~l'tion each, -to .be  spread, ou,t  over 3  ye?rs {ECU 27 million a  · 
.  Yt:ar),  the,  financing of.the programme ~II be a8s~red.'  · .. ·.  .  .  :  · .  .  .  .  ·._  · 
-····  ••  <' 
. :Taking accouritofthebudgetaty funds cu~ently'available, the Comm~nlty  is already in.  · 
..  ~ :position  to  :be  'able  to  contrib.ute .·  up·  to· EC,U 40  million . over  three . years 
1 (ECU.20 million in1996 and ECU 10 mi1lion:in  1997 and 1998). · Th'e remaining part 
. of the finance riee~ed for' ~e  scrapping scheme-~ at ieast ECU 81 million (half the total·  . 
contribution of the: Community and the- Member States). ancJ at most 'ECU 122 million 
.  ~--would be raised.from_the·bu,dgets ofthe Member·States concerned, the amount of each  .· 
contribution being ba~edonrespective.ffeetstze_s  ..  ·  ·  ·  ~  _·.  ·  ,·  ·,··.  · . · · .. :  · 
,  ·Whatever the ca~e, the.annual cpn:tribution paid·by the Corhmunity will not be m~re  than  ' 
double that .of the industry.  ·  _·  ·  .  ·.  ·  .....  .  .  ·_  · ·  .  _·_  ·  -_  ' ·  ·  .. 
.  I. 
23.  The  scrapping  actioh .6f·1996't(r 1998 .will  have  to  be·  evaluated' annually  by_ the 
· ·  Comrriis~ion, in order for'it to carry out any mod_ifications  necessitat~dlJy mar~et  tre~ds . 
- .  .  .  and.  :the ~liberalization  me~sures which  will  beimpl~~e~ted. The Commission :~iii 
determine;  .·a~the beginning  of each. year and ac¢ording t() the avai)able  funds,  the ... 
practical means by  wh~ch'the  'scrapping action of the current' year' will-.be  c~rried ouf 
•  '  •  -r  ••  •  •  •  •  \  • 
. I  .. 
.  ~~·  .  ·.  ( 
IV  .. THE PROMO'.nON OifiNLAND W:A TERWA  Y  TRANSPORT 
.  ('. 
24.  inland.  wat~IWay. transport,:·  offe~s  se;eral ·  ~dv~nt~ges .  to· society.  as~ a. ~hole:  it  is .. 
. ·.  environmentally~friendly, it is particularly safe, 'it is  energy~efficient and it contributes 
. to  red~cing  -~ong~stion on.the overloaded road network of  North-western· Europe. But' 
these general advantages do· not: play a major role in  influencing  a~  shipper's choice of 
transport mode. In fact, it is _above  ~11 coiisideraticms of an e2onomic and financial nature 
which influe'nce the de~isiOflS. of transport USers .. '  I  .  ,  . 
··  25. · In: recent years, organiza,tionsfor promoting inland waterway'transp.ort hav~  emerge~ in 
.  several Member State~. These aim·'to inform both shippers a~d the 'g~neritl puhli.c ·of the . 
opportunities. and .advantages  offered  by  wateiWay  transport., They. have  met wi.th  a, 
c~rtain  succe~s, but it has  p~oved  ·difficult to .persuade transport_ users ·to c'onvert  to 
.  ;· ...  · · · watern:-ays, 'especially when they have no ·experienc~·  of-~sing this mode. Certainly, the . 
tonne/kin cost of transport by inland waterway is lqwer, but this adyantage is likely to 
·,. 
.  . /. 
. be outWei'g~ed by higher transshipment costs  .. _Moreover,  the_ often ·considerable .amoi.mt 
.. of  i~vestJllent needed in infrastructure. and. equipment :by the loading "ccnnpany. (  qu~ys, 
.  Ioadi~g arid unloading equipment) constitutes'anobstack  ·  · 
'  '  •-,I 
,, 
·' 
8  . 
..  ' 
!: 26.  In order to ensure .that investments which are desirable from a social point.of view are· 
made  in  tlte  development  of the  inland  waterway  transport  system,  ii would  s~em 
necessary to introduce a  temporary support scheme for investment in inland waterway 
ports  ..  Such a scheme is contained in the proposal for a Regulation appended.  It has a 
clear  parallel  with  the.  aid scheme  for  investment  in  combined· transport· terminals, 
introdu·ced  earlier by  the  Council  (see Article 3,  paragraph  1. ·of Council  Regulation 
(EEC) No 1107/70· relating  to the  granting  of aids  iii  the  field  of transport,  as  last  · 
amended by Regulation (EEC} No 3578/92 of 7 December 1992). 
27.  The proposed scheme takes a comprehensive approach and is aimed at both public and 
pnvate. waterw~y terminals.  In  all·  cases,  a  request  for  investment  aid  must  be 
accompanied by an assessment of the volume of cargo that the waterway will  handle. 
following  investrrient.  In  order  to  encourage  responsible  investment,  if the  new  or 
additional tonnage envisaged on the waterway is not achieved, then recipients will have  · 
-to  repay the  rud.  For the same reason,  the amount of aid  can  under no circumstances 
exceed 50% of total investment. Priority has therefore to be given to those investments 
which will attract the highest possible tonnages onto the waterway.·  · 
Member  States  will  be  required  to  report  periodically  to  the  Commission· on  the 
application and impact of  this arrangement in order that new initiatives can  b~ developed 
accordingly.  ·  ·  · 
V.  SUBSIDIARilTY 
28.  ·The Community action urider consideration in the prop~sal for a Directive on chartering 
systems and fixed prices in the field of national and international transport of goods by 
inland  waterway in  the  Community  can  be  .  analysed  m  terms  of subsidiarity  by 
ans~ering five fundamental  questions: 
(a)  What are the objective's of the proposed action in relation to the obligations of the· 
Community?  · 
. This action·  is  being  proposed  as  a result of the  disparities  which  exist between 
Member States•  legislation· concerning  the  commercial  use  of inland. waterway 
transport, disparities which hinder the proper functioning of  the single market i~ this 
sector. It is therefore appropriate to  i~clude in the Community  proposa~ common 
· provisions  for  the ·inland  waterway  'transport  market  as  a  whole,  so  that  the· 
companies  concerned  may  enjoy  the  full  benefit  of the  interr~al  market.  The 
completion of the  single market,  whereby  the  free  movement ·of goods,  persons, 
services and capital  is guaranteed,  requires that, where the  transport of goods by 
inland  waterway  is  concerned,  the  organiz~tion of the  systems of chartering by  . 
rotation  should  be  adapted  to  allow _greater  commercial flexibility,  in  order  to 
establish  a regime which allows completely free transactions by  1 January 2000. 
(b)  Does the  proposal  for  a  Directive  fali  within  the  excl_usive  competence  of the 
Community or is  competence shared with the Member States? 
The proposal  is submitted on  the basis of Article  75  of the Treaty  and  therefore 
· falls within the exclusive competence of the Com'munity. 
9· •  I 
'I 
(c)  What-i~ the Co~m-unity  ,diniensio~ ofthe problel!l? 
- ....__. 
The Member States directly  concei-rted  With  the'liber~ization of the  market are: 
·  c  ·  France~ :Belgium 'and  the Netherlands.·  Other countries with  an .inland. waterway  ·  · 
tninspoit  s~ctor have established  op~:n markets. . •  . '  .  . 
~  ~-·-
:- ·(d).  wh~t  method~ 9f. action are at tile disposal of the. C:orrimunity.?: 
,  ..... 
',.:r  The Commission is proposing to_liber~ise  .. thatpartofthe inlandwateffi.aytransport · 
·.  market which is still regulate4, by means of a  }(~gishitive proposal.  •, 
. (e)  Is-a  unif~im·  re~latiori necessary or would a directive be-sufficient?  .·. · 
The adop~o~  of  a single and\non-discrimi~atory arrangement requir~s-that trteasures 
are taken to.: guarantee ·a: harmonized ipproach in a:il ·the Memb~r  States. However,  · 
a directive; which establish,es the general framework a~d  the. vari
1
0US stages rieede4 
to  arrive  at  a  com'pl~t~ly,free market,  whilst leaving  to  the Memher  States•the·  .· 
.• 'choice. of the means, would appear to be the most suitable :instrument for achieving ' 
the desired objective.·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · ·  ·  ,  ·. 
'''I 
'  i 
•  If 
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'  ' Proposal for a 
COUNCIL DIRECTIVE  95/0121 (SYN) 
on the systems of chartering ~d  pricing ·in national  and international 
inland waterway transport in the  Co~munity ·  -
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,,  · 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing. the  European  Community,  and  m ··particular. 
Article 75  thereof,' 
Having regard to the proposal fr.om  the Commission(l>, 
In cpoperation with the European Parliament(2), 
.  . 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee(3), 
.  . 
Whereas the growing problems of road  and  rail  Saturation,  transport  safety,  envir:onment, 
energy saving and quality oflife call, in the public interest, for greater development and better 
use  of the  transport  potential  offered by  inland  waterway,'  m  particular by  improving its 
·competitiveness; 
. Whereas the difference in nationalla~s on thesystems for the commercial operation of  inland 
waterway transport does not'make for the  ~mooth functioning of the internal  market in  this 
sector;  whereas, therefore, common provisions should be introduced at Community level.for 
the whole of the inland watt~rways market, as was suggested in the Com;.nission report to the 
Council of 9 June  1994 on the organization of the inland waterways transport market and 
systems of chartering by  rotation, of which the approach was approved by  the Council in its 
resolution of 24 October 1994<
4>;  · 
Whereas  the  completion  of the  internal  market,. in which  the  free  movement of  goods, 
persons,  services  and  capital  is  guaranteed,  calls  for  an  adjustment  in  inland  waterways 
transport  to  the  organization of chartering  by  rotation,  so  as  to  move  towards greater . 
commercial flexibility and a system of open transactions; 
Whereas in view of  the socio-economic characteristics of  the 'sector, provision should be made 
for a transitional period, the scope of the rotation system being-gradually limited prior to the 
attainment of freedom of  chartering ·and  pricing; 
~  .  .  . 
Whereas that period  i:s  needed for carriers to  adapt to the conditions of a free  market and, 
where appropriate, to set up trade groupings better suited to the logistical needs of shippers; 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4)  OJ No  C 309, 5.11.1994, p.  5. 
. .1 1 Whereas in vi~w of the abovementioned.obJecti.ves, it is both  necessary  and-adequat~ to set 
a timetable·atCommunity l~vel fonhegraduai liberaiization of  the market, while leaving with. 
the Met:nbe(State~ the responsibility for  putti~g such liberali~tion into  ~m~ct; wherea~  this 
~is  _in  accordance With the third paragraph of Artide 3b of the  Tre~ty;_·  ·  · 
~  '  '  •  •  '  •  .  •  '  l  •  . 
"'  ..  '. 
Whereas  provi~ions m\l.St be adopted to allow action to be taken on-.the·transport market in. 
question in .the case of a serious disturb.ance;  . whereas; to.this -end,. the Commission should  · 
.. be given. the power, through an  ~dvisory corrimi~ee,to tak;e  appropriate measures,..  . 
•• ••  ;  •  '  ,.  •  •  •  '  •  ..  •  ""  •  '  ••  •  •••  ',  .·_.·  .....  <  •  •  ., 
.  '._i  I 
·, 
•,  ·'I  • 
For the purj,oses of this)llrective t~e-following mean~ngs ;hall apply: 
.  .  .! 
1 
·  ··(a) 1 ·''chartering by rotation"': ·'a  system  ~hich consists of  a1locati~g in  a ch,arter  exchange 
·  ·  requests f~r transport openttions, at fi·xed  pri~esindunder  the condjtiori~  p~blished,from 
. ,customers on. the basis of the order in which vessels becomeavailable after unloading.  ' 
Carriers  are asked, in the order of their r~gistration op the rota, to choose in.tum a  ldad  . ' 
·from those 'On  offer.  Those  ~ho·ffiake no choice.·nonetheless keep their· position ·in.the 
.  or_der~  .  .  .  .  .  '  .  '  ..  :  . 
) 
(b) _  "carrier":  _ .  .  ·,  .  .  .  ·.  . 
· ....  .:.  owner.of one·or several (up to a maximum ·of three)inland waterway vessels; 
- owner: or''inon~ than three Inland waternray vessels; _  .  .  _ ·  · 
.,.  group oi coo_perativ
1
e of_ owner-operators of inland waterway .vessel.s; 
(c)  "competent. authoritf':'·.the authority' appoi~t~d to ~anage'  andor~anize the systeril  of.  ,. 
charterin~ by· rotation;  '·  ' , 
.(q)  "serious  in~rket ·:disturban<;e":  'the  emergence  iii  the  sector .in  question  of problems 
: specific to tryat  market- Hkely to caus.e  a: serious  and  potentially  persistent  excess  of 
.  _supply ,over demand, thereby posing a serious threat to the finahcial stability and survival 
of ·a  large  number  of inland  waterway  ~arriers,  unless  the  short. and  medium-terhl '• 
forecasts for the  mar1<.~t in·  que~tion~ indicate' substantial and lasting' improvements._ 
;._-' 
-Article 2  · 
.·,, 
_., 
In  the ·field·  of mitioilal  and  ·intermitio~al inland.:waterway  tran~port in  th~ Community, 
contracts shall he freely concluded between the parties concern~d and prices freely negotiate('. 
where appropriate, within chfirter' ex~hanges:  ·  .  . .  ·  ·  ·  · · · 
"  ·.  . ..  .  :  ''  .  . 
Article J .. 
'  . 
· · :_  NnotWithstanding Articl:e 2 Member  Stat~s may, fora limited periodup t~ I January 2000;  ."_:  ·· _  · 
.  _:-:>:  ·maintain a  system ·-of minimum  compulsory  tariffs  and. systems  of chartering by,  rotation, .  .  ' 
·  , provided that:  ·.  ·  ·  · 
1 
•  •• •  ·  ·  •  ·  ·  ·  '  •  ·  •  . 
'.>. 
·there i~ cohtptiance:with,~he-condition~·set out:in Articles 4 tb 7;  and· 
'' 
12  .. the rotation and pricing systems impose~ are freely accessible under the same conditions 
to all Member States' carriers.  ·  · 
Article 4 
. During the transitional period referred to· in Article 3 the scope of the· systems of chartering 
by rotation shall be limited to general cargo. 
·The following shaH not be subject to these systems: oil and gas,  liquid cargo and dry  bulk 
freight,  special  cargoes  such as  heavy  and  indivisible loads,  container transport,  tral').sport 
within port areas,  any kind· of own-account transport' and  any  type of transport  operation 
outside the rotation system.  ·  · 
Article 5 
.  .  .  .  . 
Loads shall not be subject to chartering by rotation if they cannot be effectively dealt with 
by  such systems; in particular: 
,. 
. transport requiring handling equipment; 
combined transport,  namely,  intermodal  transport where the  routes  are principally by 
.  inland waterway and the initial and/or terminal legs (as short as possible) are by road or 
rail; 
new types of  transport not covered by Article 4 or by the first and second indents, where 
.shippers, for a  preliminary test period of up to 24 moriths, will have the option of using 
or not using the rotation system.  · 
Artide 6 
During the transitional period referred to in .Article 3 Member States shall take the necessary 
steps to maximize flexibility in the systems of chartering by  rotation;  i~ particular:  -
by providing shippers with the opportunity of  concluding contracts for multiple trips, that. 
is to say,  a series of successive trips using one and the same vessel; 
by providing that single or multiple trips offered twice under the rotation system without 
finding any takers shall be taken out of the rotation system and be freely  negotiated. 
·  Article 7 
Within a period of two years from the entry into force of this Directive, Member States shall 
·take the necessary measures to enable shippers to .have a free c.hoice between three types of 
contract: 
.  /  : 
.  . 
. contracts on a time basis,  including leasing contracts where the carrier makes  one  or 
more vessels and crew exclusively available to a customer for a speCific period for the 
· · ·  tran~port of goodsfor that customer against payment of.a giveri sum of money per day. 
The contract is freely concluded between the parties; 
13  . ••  '  r 
.  '. 
..  I 
;..  .  tonnage contracts where-the carrier  ~nder:takes totninsport;' for  aperiodJ~id down in the . 
·contract, a given. tomtage against paymeniof cargo rates by the-tonne,  The-contract is  .· 
,·t:f  . .  freely COncJuded petween the  parti~'s and nlUSt involve large ~Onsignment~;..  .  ' . .  ·.  , . 
. ·contr~cts for:  ~ingle' or multiple  tri~s tobe. unrle,riaken' 'through the ~ystem.-of chartering 
by  mta~on~  ·  ··  ·  · 
\  ·,"' 
•  Articles 
·  ·.1.  In the event of a· serious  distrirb~~ce. in the inland. waterways 'ma~ket the  Co~mis~ion 
may,  on·its owninitiative or:at the._request of a Member State;take·suitable meas~res, 
and.,in particuhir me~ures·designedto  pnwent any riew increase in the·tninsport capacity 
oil. offer on the market in question.- The decisi-on shall be taken in' conformity with. the 
· pmcedure laid. down:in Article 9(2). ·  . r ·  ·  . 
...  . \. 
' 2.  .  In.  the ·event 'of a  r~q~est from a ·Member State for measures a decision ,shall_be· taken.  · 
.  Within: a period of three ·m'onths from receipt. of,  the~request: . ' . ' .  ; .  '  .  . 
3 .. ·_The  req~est. from·· a- Member  Stat~  for  ~uitable' 'measures  ~o- ·be. ·takeri. must  be 
.  accompanied by all the:informatioh needed to assess the ect;:momic situati6n in the sector. 
in question,-in  particul~r:  ·  ·  ·  ·  ..  ·  :  ·  - ·,  .  ·  ; >  - ·  -~ · 
.  .  '  .  •  .  i.'  .  ..  .  '  . 
-· 
indication: of  the._av~ntge co'st~ ahd prices. for ,the different types' of transport;: 
.  .  ''·  .  -'  .·  .  - '  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
.  '  . '; 
··.the rate of utilization  of the· hold; 
.·  , f~rec"-st demand. ; 
.  This information may only be. used for statistical  p~rpo~es: It may not be used for tax 
··  purpo~es or commimicated iothird parties. 
I  t
1
, 
A.·,·_ De~isions- taken  pursuant  to  this  'Article  shall  he.  notified  immediately  .tc>  the.· 
'  (·  {. 
Memb,~~  ~tates.  · 
Article 9 
·.  ·.--·  ·, 
I. ·  ._-~he Commission ·sit~II.-be a~sisted by .the  co~mitte.e 'established by  .Cou~~il  'bire~tive 
'  (EEC} 91/67i5>.,  :  ·.  '  ·  .··  .  , · . ·  ..  .  ·  ··--..  :  ..  .  .·  ·.  .  . 
2.  The  <;::o~mission rep.resenta~ive shallsubmit to the  Committee·~ draft of  th~  meas~rt(s 
to be take_n .. The Committee  sh~ll  'deliver its ,opinion ·ori this draft, where  ne~_es·sary by· 
vote,' within ,a tinie liinit set. by  the. Chairman according to ·the urg{mcy .of the matter.:~ 
.  ,' I  .  .  '  I  •  •  \'  •  ,  •  ••  •  •  •  •  ~  1  •  ,  '  '  ,  • 
The opinion shall  be _recorded  i~ the. minutes;  ih:  ~ddition, each: Member State has ihe 
I. right to req~esttha~ its posi,tio!lbe·rec:orqed in the minutes.  .  ,  • 
.  ...  .- .  .  ' 
. 'The Commissionsh~U  takefullaccoun~ ofthe opi_ni~n ofth~ Committee.  It_ shall i'nform  . 
the Committee of  the~manrier in 'which it has taken· account of its· opinion ..  .  .  .  •'  - .  .  '  .  '  . 
·I 
<s>  OJ:No'L 373, 31.12.1991, p.  29. 
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'  :. Article 10 
'  .  ' 
1.  Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions 
necessary  to comply. with' this  Directive  before  1 January  199.  They  shall  forthwith 
inforni the Commission· thereof.  ·  · 
When Member States· adopt these  provisions,  these  shall  contain  a  referenc~ to this 
Directive.  or  shall ·be  accompanied  by  such  reference  at. the  time  cif  their. official 
publication. The procedure for such reference  sh~ll be adopted by  Member States. 
2  .  Member .States  shall  forthWith  communicate to the  Commission the  text of the  main 
provisions of national law which they adopt in the field covered by this Directive. 
.  .  . 
Article  11 
.. 
This Directive shall  enter into force on  the third day  following. that of its publication in  the 
Official Journal of the European' Communities. · 
Article 12 
This Directive is addressed to the Member States . 
.  Done at Brussels, 
15 
For the Council 
The President \' . 
- ',·  .  :Propo~affor a  .  .  .. 
·.cOUNCIL REGULATION (EC)  95/0122 (SYN) · 
.  .• 
.  .  ..  .  .  ..  . i  .  .  . 
.  ·amending RegUlation (EEC) No 1101/89 on stru¢tural improvements  ·. · . 
·.  . _.  , in inland· w,aterway transport<?  .  . 
.  .  . 
--------------- .  . 
•.··  •  •  r·  •  .-
·.  .  . .  .  .·.  .  ' 
.. THE COUNCIL OF  THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
. ; .. 
'•  .. 
'  / :· 
·. ·.  . Ifaving_ regard. to the  TreatY  .establishing·. the  Europ.eaJl·  Cof!Imunity, . and  in . particular .· 
· Article 75  t~ereof,  ... ·  ·  ·  · ·  · 
I  •'.·  I 
·  ..  H'l~i.ng regard to the propo~al fr~m. the  Commi~si.on(l),.  . 
. In  cooperatio~ with.the ~uropean.  Parliament<
2>,  .  · · 
.  ·~-~ 
'  Havi.ng regard to· the·  o~inion of  th~ Ec.onomic arid  Social· Co~mittee<3 >,  · . 
.  ,· .. 
,  · Whereas  Councii .RegUlatiqn  (EEC)  No  110V89<
4>,  a:s  last  amended·: by  RegUlation  (EC) 
No ... .195<
5>,  introduces measures for structural improvements in. the inland waterway sector; 
whereas ·that  Regulation  sets  out to  reduce· structural  overcapacity 'in·  ..  inland  waterway 
transp(),rt by  p~oviding for vessel-scrapping schemes coordinated at CommunitY level; 
.  I  .  •  •  •  '  .  ,•  .  •  '  - '  '  •  ·•,  '  .  • 
Wh~reas  Regui~tion (EEC) No 1:10ifS9 provides·for the possibilitY of  .CommunitY financing 
for 1995 to 1998;  :wher~as the procedure fo"r  1996, 1997.and 1_998 has still to_be  dete~ined; . 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  1  •  '  '  •  • 
.  I  '  '  .  '  I  '  •  •  •  •  "  .  J  • 
Wh~reas the ·system  o(.structtiral  i!Jlprov·~nients currently· in  force,·is  in •  'principle  ~o _be  · 
financed  primarily. by. the  6perl;ltors  iri. the'  sector;  whereas  the ··latter  must  provide  this 
financing  thr~ugh,_animaLcoritributions;  ·_  . • ·  · ·  ·  ·.  >  ._  ·.  .  ·  ·  .  ·.  · • 
. ' ,Wher~as  p~blic  ·c~r1tributions must be grant~d  .a~nually: in line.'with the  c~ntributions made.· . 
by thetrade;'·whereas. me~sures are scheduled for a period ofthre·e:yead from 1996·to 1998; 
·whereas they must be assessed annually;  ..  ·.  . .  '.  .  . .  ·.  '.  . .  •'  .  .  ..  ·  .  ,· 
.·  '  •·.  .  .  ,  I  '  . 
.  /  ... ·. 
I . .  . '  :) 
.  ~· 
<·~  , This  propqsi ··1s  'drafted  in  the  light' of the  propo'saJ  ·for  an· amendment  to 
'  Regulation (EEC) No ::1101/89 submited by the Commission on  ... '(Doc. ·  .. ·:) ..  · 
(1)  .  ;  .  '  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
(2) 
•  (3)  . 
(4)' 
.. (5) 
OJ No L  116;\28.4.1989,. p.  2~. 
'  ''  '  '  - I  • 
.  ., 
·:\ 
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I. 
. .  (  . HAS ADOPTED TillS REGULATION:. 
Article 1 
.  .  .  . 
The following paragraphs are added to Article 4(a)' of Regulation (EEC) No 1101/89: 
'  . 
"4.  Finaricial contributions from the Community for 1996, 1997 and 1.998 shall not be 
more than double the contributions from the trade. 
5.  The Member States in question shall jointly make available from their funds si.milar 
amounts to those from:the Community for the years mentioned in paragraph.4:  The· 
proportionate share of  each Member State concerned shall be calculated .against the 
size of its active fleet as· compared with the Member States. These· amounts shail 
.  be determined by the Commission in CQnjunction with the authorities of  the v'arious 
scrapping funds.  '  ·  ,  ..  ·  . 
.  .  .  .  .  .  . 
6.  At the beginning of  each year during the scrapping operations for 1996 to 1998 the 
Commission shall lay down; as part of  this Regulat~on, the procedures for scrapping 
for the year in  p~ogress  as a function. of available finances,  market developments 
and libenilization measures taken." 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on  the twentieth day following that of its publication 
in the Official Journal of the European Communiti~s.·  .  · 
This Regulation shall be. binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all  Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
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For the Council 
The President '  ...  ', 
Proposai for a: 
COUN~IL  RE~ULA  '!'ION (EC) 
·,.' . 
·  an1~ndirig R~gulation (EE'C)No tio7/70 b~ the granting of aids for'transport.  ·_ 
'  .· '  ' ' . ' : '  ' .. ' ' . ' by  rail~. toad: a:nd' iniand  wate~ay~  ' .  '''  . . . .  .  .. '  '  ' . 
--------------- .·  ,·  ... 
.  !  ·. 
'  ' 
. THE COUNCIL .OF THE.EUROPEAN UNION, .  :  .  .  .  '  . '  , 
:Having  regard. t~  th~,.  T~~aty· establishing  the  .European. C~rnmunity, .  and.  iri  pa.rti~tilar 
Article 75·'thereof, •.  '·  · J 
.  .  . 
· H~vlng regard to the. proposal fro~ the Commission(l), 
. ·  .. , In  c:oop~nttio~ withth~:  EutopeanParli~ment<2>,  . 
Ha~ing  reg~rd"to~  the: opinion of  ~he Economic and  So~ial Committe~(3)  •.  _:: 
. ·! 
•'. 
Whereas  Re~lation (EEcY No·1107f70<4 >,  as' last  am~nded' by  Regulation  (EC) _No  .. -.Y>,  . 
· ·provides in  Arti~ie·3(i) 'that the Member States .may  grant  aid  designed  to  fadlitate  the  _ · 
development. of more economic tninsport. systems and  technologi¢s' for  the  community' in 
general, and the development ofcombined/ transport;·  ~- ·  .  ; . 
Whereas the .g~owing. problems· of road. and  r~il  sahlt~ti6n, transport safety,  eiwironment, 
''  . energy saving ·and quality or'life.cal1, in the' public interest; fo'r greater development and 'better. 
'  use  of the  tr~l)Sport potential  offered  b.y  inlatl~ waterway;  in  .particular by ·improying  its 
'' 
,/. 
• .  co'm peti ti veness;: '< 
wher~as  the costs. of' loading  and  u~loading. form  a·. significant part of the  total  cost of ·  .·  · 
transport by, inland waterway; whereas it  i~ essential '·to the development' of inland waterway. 
transport for major inyestm·ents to b~  inade to' render loading and  unlo~ding i;nstallations more 
efficienfand l:?ettersuited to the  .current logisticalrequirements imd th·ereby  help.to develop 
. inland ,waten.Vay'.transport;.  ·  ·  ·  . 
Whereas,  to this end,  support .shm.ild  be giveri to· investments in  equipment,  infrastructure 
and/or machinery fdr iniand waterway terminals which help to':create .or  incre~se tni.ffic by-.· 
·.inland waterway;. whereas, consequently; it is important thataid·granted by the.Member States· 
.  .  .  r  .  ,  ,  .  .  .  ,  .  '  .  .  .  1  _ 
· or _thr~mgh State resources can be ·rnB:de  available to the undertakings concerned; 
-'~~ereas  ha;moni~ed· condi6ons  shou~d b~  l~id down .for. th.e  gr~ntiAg ~f  this~ aid  for  the 
development of inland waterway transport; whereas  th~· impact of  ,the aid nn.ist'be· assessed 
af  reg~la:r·intervafs·;  ·  ,  ·  ·  ·  ·  '·· ·  ·  ' 
(J) 
(2) 
..  (3)  ,•\. 
<
4
)  ·  . OJ'No 'L 130, ·is.(i:l970; p. L 
·(5) 
... 
·/ 
\  .  /  . 
.'1-
......  : 
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. '' 
\  . ': Whereas. this aid must be granted for a  sufficiently long period for the said  investment ·in . 
equipment to have the time to win over the market and bring new traffic to inland waterways; 
whereas those aid arrangements sJ:tould remain in force until 31  December 1999; whereas the 
Council should decide, under the conditions set out in the Treaty, on subsequent arrangements 
'or, where appropriate>on the conditions under which those arrangements will _be terminated;' 
Whereas  it  is  necessary  to  adjust  Community  provisions  on .aid;  whereas,  as  a  result, 
Regulation (EEC) No i 107170 should be amended,  ·  ·  ·  · 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION.: 
Article  1 
The following letter is added to Article 3(1) of Regulation(EEC) No 1107/70  ~ 
"{f)  up to 31  December 1999, where aid is granted on a temporary basis and is designed to · 
facilitate the devel'opment of inland waterway transport,  such aid having to be either: 
investments in the infrastructure of inland water-Way  terminals; 
or: 
- investments in the fixed and  mobile equipment n~eded for loading and unloading  .. 
The aid granted.may -not exceed  50% of the total amount of investment.. 
The beneficiaries of this  aid  shall  undertake  to  provide· new  or additional  transport 
tonnage on the inland-waterWay, to be determined with the competent authorities of the 
· Member States,  for  a  period  of five  years. In the  event  of failure  to  honour  this 
undertaking the aid shall 'be recovered by· the competent authority' 
Evely two years  the .Co~mission shall.  submit to the European Parliament  and  the.· 
Council a progress report on the implementation of the measures,  stating in  particular 
the  purpose  of the  aid,  the  amount  and  its· impact  on  inland  waterway  transport. 
The Member States  shall.  provide  the  Commission  with  the  information  needed  to 
establish this report. 
· ·No later than 31  July  1999 the Council shalt'decid:e, on a proposal from the Commission 
and under the conditions set out in  the Treaty,  on·  subsequent arrangements or,  where 
appropriate, on the conditions for terminating those  arrangements.~~  · 
19 ,  I 
·."  1  I'.-
'  ... 
. Article· 2 · 
I·  . 
.  This Regulation shail  enter·i~tp fQrce  on the twentieth' day  thllowing that of its publication 
in the  Offi~ial_ Joumal ofthe ~urope~n Comrimnities:  ·  ...  , .  . 
.  '.  .  .. ''  .  '  . \  .  \  .  .  '  .. 
:,This· Regulation. shall be.bindingin _its entirety arid directly applic.abltdn all Member States  .. ·. 
'  ,  ,  ,  .  ,  .  ..  ,  .  .  . ,  ,·  .  ...  ,  .  .  ,  .  I  :  . 
'  / 
Done at Brussels; , . 
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For the'Coundl · · 
The President ~.  · 
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''· FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
Budget Line B2:-708:  Scrapping actions in inland waterway transport.  .  .  ... 
.  t.  TITLE ·oF OPERATION 
Structural -reform actions in inland waterway  tr~nsport  . 
. 2.  BUDGET BEADING INVOLVED 
B2~  708  li,ne. 
3.  LEGAL BASIS.  .  \. 
· .  Aitide 75  of the EEC Treaty. 
C:ouncil Regulation (EEC) No 1101/89 of 27 April  1989 relating to structural improveinet;tts 
in inland waterway transport (OJ EEC of 28  April  1~89), last amended by Regulation (EC) 
No 844/94 (OJ No L ·.98  of 16.4.1994, p.  1  ).  . 
Amendment of Council Regulation No 1101/89 by Council Regulation (EC) No·  I 95. 
4.  DESCRIPTION. OF OPERATION: 
4.1  General Objective: 
Temporary  and  additional  financial  contribution  by  the  Community to. the  scrapping 
programme in order to significantly reduce structural carrying overcapacity, estimated 
at approximately 15%_in ·both· sectors (dry cargo and tankers),  and thus to improve the 
structure of inland waterway transport. This intervention is justified in the firstinstance 
by particularly severe economic circumstances, which mean that it is rio longer possible 
· to  increase  the  level  of contributions  mad_e  by  the  profession  - which  is  curr~ntly · 
financing its own structurai reform programme. However, this pro.posal  is essentiaily a 
supporting measure in  the Community programme of progressive liberalization of the 
inland waterway market which is planned for the next few years.  These wide-ranging · 
measures, which.\7Vere  requested  by  the  Council,'  aim  to  guarantee  the· sustainable 
competitivity of the sector. For this purpose, additional financial  resources are needed, 
funded  simultaneously .froin the Community budget, by the Member States concerned 
and by the profession. 
4.2  Period covered and arrangements for renewal. 
3  years:  1996-1997-1998.  Any .extension  of the  action  after  1998  will  have  to  be 
financed entirely by  the . profession itself. 
21 .  5~  .. CLASSI;FlCA  riON QF EXPENDITURE or REVENUE 
_·  ~'.5.1·  Non~oinpulsoryexpeiJfliture.  ,· 
o,~jJ,c',•, 
·  ';,~'5:2  Differentiat~d appropriations 
.  ·s. 3  Type of  r.eve~ue in~qlved: none. 
6.  TYPE OF EXPENDITURE or.REVENUE  .. 
.  . '  ' . 
- subsidy for joint finani:ilig ~ith'other sow·ces  ~n the public and  private-sector.  ·  . 
.  ' ~,  .  '  ,  j:  , , '  '  I  : ·'  ,  .  •  .  .  .  - ,  •.  .  '  .  :t  '  ,'  •  • '  '  '  '  , 
.  ~  •  .  - .  .  '  .  .  "  •  l  ~  .  . 
. Shozild the operation prove arz  economic.succes~. is there provisio1l for ail or pprt  _.· 
'  )  .  '  .  .  '  .  .  )  '  .  .  .  .  .  .·. 
· of  the-.  Community con(l'iblit!on to  be reimbursed? NO.  .  ,  ·  .. '- - .  ·,  -·  -.  · ·.  _ 
Will the proposed operation c~use.  any change in. iiie  ie~el of  revenue? NO. 
.  '  ' 
.'t.  .  ;,, 
. 7 ..  FINANCIAL IMPACT 
I ..  ~  ,,. 
7.1. The annu;:tlamoiu1tneededforthe structural  r~form ofcari'yillg_capl:).city (15% of overall 
'overcapacity' b'eirig l;  500 b.oo· 'tonnes for the  ·~ry. cargo f1  ~et and. 3  09' 000 tonnes 'for 'the -
tanker n'eet) is estimated at ECU 64 millionly,earover three years, from  1996 to 1998; 
;·. or  ECU  192  million- composed  of, ECU 1'42. million  for .. the  dry  cargo  fleet  and 
\ ECU 50 million· for .the tanker fleet.  ·  ·  ·  ·· - · · 
. In making this  calculation, .one  must t~ke- into' account  th~ effe~ts of  the liberaliz~tion · 
. process. on  the tnlarid-·waterway  marJcet,  'Yhich will .  at  tlu~  sam~ time expel  numerous 
. boats' which are incapable ofsur-ViviJ}g  in  an  open ·market' from  the rotation  systems. 
One must also tak;e  account of the accessfoh of Austria,. and  the _integration  of its fleet 
into the Community prpgramme, as well  i}S  the fact that the 'scrapping premiums have·  . 
not been modified since 199'0 (anoverall increase of 15%, with variati()ns  a~cbrding to 
'the category ofboat, 'is judge_d- necessary):  .  .:  .  '·  .  .  . 
The  level of  ;annual  cont~ibutions by  the profession--for the 3  y~ars 1996-1997-1998 is , 
-set at  approximately ECU  14  inillto~ a year,  i.e.  ECU 42  million for the period under  .. 
'con'sideration. 
.  ,-,. 
'  ' 
However., ECU 12 iliil.lion  of this amount must be used for, repaytrig the amounts pre.,  . 
'financed by  t~e Member States Tor the i  990, which leaves 'only pCU 3o milliori f()r the 
new ·acti-on·_  ·  '  - ' 
\ .. 
.  It is.iherefore proposed tpat the: difference, i.e.  192-30~EClJ 162' million; ~be  financed  . 
.  from  the  Community budget and  by  the  Member 'states  concerned,  distributed  over 
3 .yeais(-1996-1_997 and'1998):: In vie~v of  the-current and.projectedbudgetary reso~rces, 
. the. ccm1munitY  .is  already. in  a  position  to  be.- 'able  to:'intervene. to  the·  tune  of, 
ECUAO million over 3 years.(ECU 20 million in 1996 and ECU io million in 1997 and· 
1998).  The  Com,mission ·will  rievertheles~ will  keep .6pen  the  option  of·-inobilisirl'g ·  ~ 
. supplementary resources depending' qn  ~he future budgetary siiuati6n_  .  .  : 
.  .  '  .  .  "  }'  .  .  .  \. 
'  : 
1.:  :' 
22 
.. I, The  out~tanding  part  of the  funding. lor  the  scrapping  action,  i.e ..  at  least  half 
. (ECU 81  million) and at most ECU 122 million, will coine from the national budgets of . 
the Member States concerned, the actual amount being set in proportion to the 'size of· 
their  respective fleet.  For example,  Germany,  whose. fleet· accounts. for  30%  of the 
Community fleet,· should therefore part-finance  at  most (depending on the resources 
·allocated by  the community .in  1997  and  in. 1998)  an  amount of ECU 36.6 ·million 
(122x30:100), i.e  .. ECU 12.2 mi11ion/year or approximately 22 million DM/year. As far 
as  this  particul~r example  is  concerned,  these resources  partly  exist  already  in  the 
German budget,  which allocated DM 60 mil1ion. to be distributed  over 3 years for- a· 
scrapping programme of this type.  ·  · 
7.2 Itemized. breakdown of cost 
EO in MEcus· 
Budget 
Allocation  PDB 96  97 
I  98 
95 
CONTRIBUTION TO 
THE SCRAPPING ACTION  5.0  20.0  . 10.0  10.0! 
TOTAL  5.0  20.0  10.0  10.0 
7.3  Schedule for mu1tiannua1  operations. 
The budget of ECU 40 million is for the period .1996  -·1998 
EC in  rvfficus 
\  Indicative_ plan 
Accumu-· 
lated  2000  ' 
position  1995  PDB  and 
end-1994  budget  1996  1997  1998  1999  subs.  TOTAL 
(1)  yrs  .  . . 
6  5.0  . 20,0  10.0  10.0  45.0 
8.  FRAUD PREVENTION MEASURES; RESULTS OF MEASURES-TAKEN 
Management· will.  be  carried  out  in  accordance  with  Council  Regulations  (EEC) 
No llOl/89, Commission Regulation·No 1102/89 and  on the basis.of Regulation (EC) 
No ....  amendingRegulation No 1101/89. The management of each national  scrapping 
fund- is  th~ responsibi'lity of the competent authorities of the Memb~r State concerned. · 
At the beginning of each year, the Commission, in collaboration with the authorities of 
the  national  scrapping. funds,  shall  balance.  the  accounts  and  shall  ensure  financial 
coordination between the various national scrapping funds. 
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. 9  •. · ELEMENTS O:F COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS\  .··· 
9  !Ii" -,Specific arid .quantifiable objectives; target p~pulation ·  , I,< 
'• 1. 
'..  •  •  '.  t  '·: ~  1'.  .  .  .  ,i 
I 
I  '' 
Targetpopulation: Inland. wa.t~rway.  operators  .... 
.  .  .  \ 
.  '  .  · .. 
9  .. 2 · Grounds for the operation 
. '9.3 
·'  •'·· 
: . ... 
·.;  The  n¢ed for C~m~unity  fin/:maa)aid is justified by the· need for measures :aimed 
.  ·at· restructUring  the  s·ector  which.: must  accompany' ,the·  process~ of the· .inland . 
. . waterway market.  this restucturihg will be: achieved by' a ,reduction of  .the size of I 
· ·. the fleet brought about ·by the temporary additional cO'-financing by the Community . 
. .  : .. In·· addition,  the.  Coun'Cil;  in· its· resolution  of· 24.10.1994 .·(published  in.·  the  ·.·. 
OJ No.C309/5.of 5.1 !.'94) stat~d. that to  guarante~  the,long~term  competitiv~ness ()L 
.  thesector, it was important to  proc~eed to a ,substantial .'n~w structural'  r~form.< If 
additional  measures  prov~d necessary aftei·'t998, these \vould'be: a  matter forthe· 
profession aldne.  '  . .  .  .  .. •,  ( 
··'•  ·. 
,  - . Choice. of  ways _and means .  · .. 
Scrapping -pref!liums 
I  ,  '  ,  '•  '  ' 
,. 
* :  Operation  of the·  measures  for' structural  iinpro.verrient  'iri .inl~nd :waterway 
.  ···transport  laid· down  in  Commission  Regulations .(EEC)  No  i 102/89. and 
. :  ..  Nq '690/92,  The' management of the scrapping funds•· is.the' ·r~sponsibility of 
. ·.  each MemoerState conceme(t The'Commissiqriis instruCted, 'orrthe'basis of 
·  'futicle  6  of Regi.dation  (EE.C)'No ·1101189;  ,itr  particular  p'aragraph  5,.  to 
. detemtine the COnditiOnS for. ~llOC~ting these $Crapp,ing  premiums·. . . .  .  ·  I· 
'  .  \.  .  .  !  '  .....  • 
Monitoring ·and  evaluation of the action 
.  ~  .  .  '  '  .  . '  -~  .  \  .  '  .  \ 
'  I 
'  . ) 
'_:; 
.  '  .  \ 
Pe'rforrriance i ndi caters 
-, 
* · ·Level. of requests for:scrapping premiums  ac~ept;d.  :. 
.  The . scrapping  premium  must  ~be  ·p~id  by. tl)e.  a~thorities  of the  nationitl  ·.  . 
scrapping. funds within a month of the: date on whichthe o~ner provided proof ' 
* 
. of scrapping ..  The authorities· ofthe national scrapping (unds must forward to  . 
the Commission each month a list of payments of  scrapping premiums in order 
. for it ~0 ch~ck the state ofprogre'ss of the 'action.:- .  ·.  .  .  . ·, 
'  ~  .  ..  .  . 
Tonnai~ and·carry.irig capacity  s~bje'ctio·  co~tribution: in 'the  ~ario.us Men1ber. 
. States concerned which is actmilly scntpped:·  .  .  . 
',  •  '  •  /!,  '  !  '  .  '. 
.. 24· 
'; 
·.· . 
'  ' .  .  .  .  :  . 
Details and  frequency of  planned evaluation: 
Six~monthly reports and final Report at the end of 1998, carried, out-by Commission 
· . setvices, intended for the Member States as well as for the European professional-
organizations. 
Paragraph 2 of Article 10 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 1101/S9·of  27 ·April 
1989 stipulates that Member States .must forward  all  relevant information  on  the 
development of the current  scra:pp~ng action to the Commission every 6 months. 
This information  relates  in  particular to the  financial· position  of the funds,  the 
number  of ·requests  for  scrapping  premiums  submitted,  and  tonnage  actually 
scrapped.  · 
Since then, Commission departmentshave drawn tip  a  six-mo~thly report. The tenth report 
(for the period'from,..Ol.07.1994 to 31.12.1994) was distributed to  the. profession and to the 
Member States concerned on 15 March 1995.  In  ~ddition, Article 6 paragraph 6 ofRegulati_on 
·  (EEC) No 3690/92 provides for Member States, at the end of each  quarter, to forward to the 
Commission  a list of requests  for  scrapping  premiums as  well  as  a complete table of the 
. financial  resources available, inorder for a quarterly meeting tobe held in Brussels,.  · 
10.  ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURE (PAllT A OF THE  BUDGET). 
The efficient u·se  of the administrative. resources which  11re  called  for  w~ll depend  ~n the 
. annual  decision  of the. Commission regarding  its  <:>wn  resources;  this  in  turn  will  depend 
hirgely on  the increased staff and additional money provided by the budgetary authorities. 
10.1  The action requires the recruitment of an additional A category official to implement the 
package  of measures for _liberalizing  the' inland  waterway  transport  market'  (already 
allocated in the resource fram,ework for  1995).  -
I  0.2 The .other,operational and personnel costs  eng~ndered by the action  ar~  covered by  the 
normal  allocation to the DG_and are not likely to result in  significant increases, ·given 
that ·the work involved is part of actions which are mai-nly  external,  (for .example,  the 
coordination of the national  scrapping funds).  '  . 
25' ,1 •• 
,  ... 
.... 
'1,. 
:  ~;:tiiMPAt~T OF: •r:HE PROPOSAI.:s ON FIRM:S A'ND IN PARTICULAR ON SMALL 
..  ,,  .  .  .  AND MEDJvM-SIZJED ENTREPRiSES  .:  .  .  '  . 
1•  "',. 
!  '. 
.  /r. 
·  .. Titie of  th~ 'proposals : 
1,'  I 
Proposar'for, ~ Council' Directive (EC) of .. :  .. l99S  - ''  :i'. 'ori  the  systems ' of 
chartering ,and  pricing ih. natiomil  ~nd international  inhin~ waterway transport in  the· 
Commun~ty: ·  ...  ' '  " .. · ·  · ·  .. ·  . ·  .·.  ·  .·  ·  /  ·.·  • . ·  :  · ·  .. ·'  ..  · 
· Prqposiil :for-. a ComJ.cil  Directive {EC) of ...  1995 ·amending :council Regulation (EEC) 
.No UOll89·on structUral· improvements in inland waterway·translml't.. 
·  Proposal for a Council.Directive ·(EC)of :  ...  1995ameriding Regulation (EEC) No 1  id717o 
.  on·the. granting 'of  aid~ for transport by rail, road and inland ~'aterway transport. . .  ' 
,· . 
·.The p~oposals 
\. 
.  -.·. 
1..  With teg~rd  t~ the principle. of St1bsidiarity (see ch~pter v of the co,mmuriication to the 
. Council), why is  communitY legislation necessary  i!l  this tiel9 and_--vvhat  are its ,main·. 
goals ?  · · ·  ·  ·  · · 
'  .  '  '  '  '  .  ,...  ..  '  .  . 
. ··The disp~ritie~~in national .laws bn  cominerdal·wat~rwayoperations·  do  .. not contribute to th'e 
·  proper functioning of the·single market in this sector.  The completion· of the· single· market 
call~ for a further harmonisation o(  th~ different .mles  p~esently applying to different 'inarket '. 
~segments of the Union's.~·aterWays  ma~ket. .Indeed, .it is  diffi~ult to.understand, in particular . 
' '  'frortJ.· a shippers point of view, .why certain shippers, because· of their place of establishment,: '  ·. 
,are  obliged. to .work'  ~ia the. so-called'  "tour-de-role"' system. (sharing. of cargoes  to  be 
transported, ai fixed tiuiffs and uniform c.tmditions, between waiting vessels according to th,cir.  · 
posit~  on inthe queue-after beirig i.n:tloa~ed)~ whil.~t  other shippers car oper~te in a free market.  • 
'  '/.  '  -"  . '  r:;"\"'  . r'fi'  .  ·:~·:  .  '  .  .  . 
: To promote traqsport ·by waterways, itjs  ·desirable gradually to replace existing regulations, 
likely to hinder its dtwelopmen't,:by a systeht offree chartering ·and free pricing.(  1st proposal), 
•  '  '  .·  .,  ,  I. ,_r'  "  ,  I  "•  ·'  •  '  '  ,  •  •  ,  ,  ,  '.  ,'  • 
.  .  .  .  .  .  •  ,  ,  .  .  .  I  .  . 
Jn  orger .,to  ensure the.· necessary uniformity  and  transparency,  a  tin1et~ble· should  be set at 
Community lever'for this pmgres·sive liberalization ,of  the inarket,  so enabling the ·Member 
States concerned to act iri  a  synchronis~q manner~ ·Because of the socio.:.e2onomic problems 
in .the  w~terway sector  and  the .stru_ctural- changes  ~eq~ired ·as'  a· ~esult ·of its. progressive · · 
liberalization,  an' accompanyihg measure is  called' for;. ~hat is a new 'scrapping action of a  . 
considerable-size (see'Co~ncil Resolution of26 OctoberJ994) in order to ensure endurlhgly . 
.  the competitiveness of the. sect& (2nd proposal)..  ·'  .  ·  ·  ·  · 
·  · Lastly,  the· 3rd  proposal, allows the. possibi-lity.  ~f state  aids.·. for·  inv:estmel'it~ ·.i,n  terminal 
. infrastructure an/or"equipment in order to sti'mul.atewate.rway traffic, This measure is inspired , 
by the existing. mles for aid for combined transport.'..  ·  ·  ·  ·  · ;, · 
'  .  '  ·,'  .  .  '· 
'  \ 
26. In  the market concerned,  fo~ i~sta~te in North-South  traffic. between the Netherlands and 
Belgium, the number of single-trip contracts ("assignments",_ see below)  i~ going downsi.nce , 
mfmy  years (see page 41  of the report of NEA of 24/02/1995 on market observation in inland 
navigation). One of the reasons is 'that shippers object the tour-de-role systein (too rigid, no. 
free choice ofcarrier;.etc.) and tum to.altematives.  '  -
. · In  order  to  make  waterway  carriage  more  attractive,  measures  are.  called  for  such as 
progressive deregulation with accompanying measures. 
Average waiting time and assignments in Tour-de-Role  traffic from Netherlands to Be1gium 
.. waiting days  I  assignments 
tO 
..... ·1'00  ', 
/~ngday~ 
- .  '  to 
I 
,.  .... .. :' ' 
' 
6  . "  '  '  .. ·.:' ..........  ~ _/_ ';.- -~- ~- ~---- ~- ~---' 
25 
assignments (x  50) 
1  2  ll  4  1'  ~  l  4  1  2  3  4  1 ' 2  3  4  1  %  2  4  1  2  l!  4 
1~  1m  1~1  11m  1  1nJ  19'11-4 
Quartor/yoar 
Source: NEA 
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.  Impact on the· companies 
·'•, 
J . 
•  ,;-I'  '  '  .  ~  . 
(a)  , Direct impact  (possibilities of new· activities).· 
·,  'J,  '  \  ,./;  ' 
':;.'  I  .  . 
· shippers in B, F and NL: 
·  ·  private .'owner operators ·  ·· 
:; ... ' ship owne{ c;ompanies (companies With more than 3 ·vessels). 
groupings Of COoperatives of private OWner operator  . , 
.  ~ther operators (terrriinal 'operators, inhmd poi-ts  .' .. ) 
f  .\; 
.. -.  :( 
. ] 11 ositi~e impact : the liberalizatio~  of  the market will  m~ke  waterWay transport more attractive. 
to the users arid wiH make these servi9e~  more comp~tltiy~:co~pared  to·other trari'sport mod~s, 
'  .  ''  .  . .  '  '.  .  ..  ·..  .  . 
.  '  '  .  :  ·. ',.  , 
.{b)  Indirect impact (provision of transport services). 
.  .  .  ··•  ~  .. .  .  .  '  .  :  .  ·.'  . . .  '  ~  '  '  _. 
.  ,·  ,',  all' enterprises needing t~ansport (~hippers)  . 
..  ..  ;_ 
· Positive impact :·  \Yill  dispose of improved. ·services;· aJlieviation of road congestion. 
3.· ....  · Whatmeasure·will companies:haveJ~  ta~e to ,conform to t~~-p~oposal ? ·.  : . . 
:Theprl_vate.owner operators, that participate in the rotaisyste~s progressively have to give up 
this freight distribut!on system . .They·will.have to reorganize;  so as tq adapt; to free· market 
. conditions,  eit~ter by creating commercia(groupi,rigs or  by puttil).g the a~cent on m~rketing  and 
.  .logistics. Those who wantto leave the business will.benefit from. scrapping premiums.  .  .· 
,·\  .  ·• :·  .  '  .  .  .  I  .  . 
·~ 
' 
'.  '  .  .  ·;I  •  '  .  '  .. 
. 4.  What economic effects is the pro·posal  likely to ha:Ve  ? 
'Positive fmpact  o~  _the:wate~ay  market.
11he resear:ch  insthu~esNEA'and PtAN<;:O made, 
· ·  911 behalf of  the Commission, an estimate of the addi~ional ft:-eight volume for·waterways that · 
would 'roll ow. the liberalization oft~e market. ~According to these institut~s the increase should 
.  '  '.be' in, the 'order. of 6 to 7 million tonnes per a~n~m, which is  more than  10 %  of the total 
freight curientt'y handled by  the various rota  syste~s. However,  the' psychological, effect on 
shjppers of suph  measure, in  combination With the stimulation measures  c~ntained in  an'ne~ 
III;· q)Uid lead to a· sul;>stantiai  higher ouJ:come.  ,  · 
.•  N  ega:Hv~ impact on owner.:ciperators with low levels of performance, _who may have to leave 
, a more competitive market, b~t  ~~o  can nevertheless receive an aid in the form of  a scrapping 
premium for their vessels.  , .  ,  ·  ·  ·  ·  .  .  .  ~··  ·  .  ·.  . · 
5.  - Do the proposals contain' measures intended tp  tak~'account of the specific_situation of 
··.small: an~ mediiu:n-:sized  enterprises (SME
1s)·?  '  .  . 
'  .  '  '  ' 
Pn~Ci.sely- because.' of  'the  sp~cific ~oci.o-eton~mic ·structUre of the  sec~or. (at~misation  :of the 
water\.vay industry with a strong majori'ty of.siljgle o,WTier operatqrs) the proposals provide for 
..  "~'a measures to accomp'any the'  liberalisation iri order to reduce the structural ~eaki1es~es of  the 
· sector ·and. to promote waterway  carri~ge; In addition,  the' Comrriis~ion  .is au.thorized  tp lay. 
· down the Tt\te  of the. scrapping premium for different vessel types and  tonnage-classes and 
·  ~ence  :h~s the possibility of ensufi.I_tg that th~ smallest ·sME•s .will not be disad~antaged.  . 
'  ~ t  .  ' 
·28 ConsuRtation 
- ' 
6  ·  List of the.organizations which were consulted on  the :proposals and  statement of the 
essential elements of  their position 
O.E.B./lE.S.O. · 
U.I.N.JFi'I.BU. · 
U.N.I.C.E. 
JFJE.P.I. 
C.S.l'. 
C.L.E.C.A.  T. 
European Organization of Barge owner operators 
· International Union of inland waterway operators -
. Intem:-atiomil Union of Industries in th'e Community 
European Federation of Inland Ports 
Committee of trade unions in transport 
Freight forwarders  · 
General. agreement on the need for a transitional period before total liberalisation of the 
market, except for O.E.B  ..  which fears that the liberalisation proposal of  annex I will only · 
have an impact on transport prices and considers that prior to liberalisation the wat~rway 
sector has to be rehabilitated. However, the organization welcomes the proposals set out 
in annex II and III:  · 
· All' organizations consider it ·useful  to  improv~ the market observation· system.  O.E.B. 
considers this even a condition for liberalisation. 
It is  commonly  felt  that the  quantified  objective  for  a  new  action  to  take  structur~l 
. overcapacity out ofthe market in the pefiod 1996-1997:..1998 is around 15  %.  However, 
to  take  into  account  ~he effects  of a .likely  improvement  of the  general  economic 
.si~ation,  it  seems  necessary to  spread  this  over  3  years  (5  %  p.a.  x  3)  with  the 
possibility of reviewing the situation at the end of each year.  .  .  .  .  . 
·The measures to promote inland waterway traffic were endorsed by all organizations and 
in particular by those in  favourof a  specific waterway terminal  policy.  This type of 
polic;y  was'vividly supported by UN.I.C.E. and C.L.E.C.AT. in particular. 
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